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Centralnews, trends, short takes, and other things radio

Radio Kuwait Begins DRM Transmissions

R'

adio Kuwait has started broadcast-
ing its Arabic programming in dig-
tal mode towards Europe. The

DRM broadcasts are scheduled at 0930 to
1305 on 13620 kHz, and 1315 to 1730 on
9880 kHz.

Radio Kuwait is also broadcasting in
DRM mode to North America in Arabic at
2200 to 0200 UT on 11675 kHz. However,
they are still using the old audio library,
meaning that listeners who have upgraded
their DRM software will not be able to
receive any audio.

Voice Of Jammu Kashmir
Freedom Starts New
Morning Broadcast

From Pakistan

Voice of Jammu Kashmir Freedom, oper-
ated by Hark at ul Mujahhideen, is noted with
a new morning broadcast on 5990 kHz at
0230 to 0400 UTC. It has been operating for
a long time near 5101 kHz from 1300 to
1430. This transmitter is in Pakistan and has
lot of hum, which is also noted on the new
frequency of 5990.

Star Radio In Monrovia To
Be Re -launched

The Swiss -based Hirondelle Foundation
is planning to re -launch Star Radio, a unique
independent media outlet located in
Monrovia and broadcasting throughout
Liberia until its forced closure by former
president Charles Taylor in 2000. The
Foundation says Star Radio's mission is to
be an essential information tool to help the
Liberian peace process, and it should also
rapidly become a tool for the humanitarian
agencies in order to enhance better under-
standing of relief and protection operations
among Liberian audiences.

AIR's 24 -Hour News
Channel, And

Test Transmissions

India will launch a 24 -hour news channel
of the All India Radio (AIR) on April 2,
according to Union Information and
Broadcasting Minister of India, Ravi
Shankar Prasad. He said the Indian govern-

ment was keen on ushering in a radio revo-
lution in the country, adding that the Amit
Mitra Committee was looking into the vari-
ous aspects of FM radio, such as revenue -
sharing, licensing, and technology back-up.
Based on the committee's recommendations,
more FM stations would be established.

Initially the service will only be available
on shortwave, attaining nationwide cover-
age by using three powerful transmitters
formerly used for AIR's external service
broadcasts. Although there are,concerns at
AIR about the audio quality of daytime
shortwave transmissions, the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting has the view
that using shortwave is the most cost-effec-
tive method of transmission in the current
political circumstances (where government
spending on pre -election projects is under
public scrutiny).

AIR is conducting test transmissions on
shortwave, according to Spectrum Manager
Sunil Bhatia. You are requested to send
detailed reports on the reception quality of
the following times (UTC) and frequencies:
0025 to 0530, 0700 to 1330, 1430 to 1730
on 7420, 7360, 7270, and 7220. You can also
send the reports via their e-mail address at
spectrum -manager@ air.org.in.

Radio Free Europe
Continues Broadcasting To

Bulgaria-Under New Name

The U.S.-financed Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty is to continue broadcasting to
Bulgaria, even though it was expected to end
on February 1, as Georgi Stoychev, director
of the Bulgarian section, has announced. At
the end of November, 2003, it was
announced that Radio Free Europe would
stop broadcasting to Bulgaria and six other
former Communist countries (Croatia,
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, and
Slovakia) by the end of the year. The
Bulgarian government, together with the
Radio Free Europe Foundation, currently
finances the broadcasts in Bulgarian, and
the financing has been extended by a month.

The foundation is registered in Bulgaria
and holds a broadcasting license until 2010.
The station will not change its frequencies,
but will be succeeded by Radio New
Europe, as under Bulgarian legislation the
company is not allowed to sell the license,
but is allowed to change its name.

Harris Completes
Mediumwave DRM

Demonstrations In China

Harris Corporation recently completed
the fourth in a series of DRM (Digital Radio
Mondiale) digital radio demonstrations
over the mediumwave broadcast band for
officials at Guang Dong Radio, Zhu Hai,
China. Guang Dong Radio runs 80 radio sta-
tions and serves more than 60 million lis-
teners in southern China. An existing Harris
DX 10 mediumwave AM radio transmitter
was converted to DRM for the nine -day dig-
ital broadcast demonstration at the Zhu Hai
transmission site.

Harris successfully conducted China's
first over -the -air DRM demonstration on
the mediumwave broadcast band for
Beijing Radio, and has since held DRM
demonstrations at SARFT (State Admini-
stration for Radio, Film, and Television),
Beijing, and Cheng Sheng Broadcasting
Corporation in Taipei, Taiwan. Attendees at
these demonstrations were able to listen to
the DRM transmissions on digital radio
receivers from Fraunhofer and Coding
Technologies. The officials at these four
organizations are actively evaluating poten-
tial digital formats, including DRM for their
broadcast facilities.

Harris has the largest installed base of
DRM-ready, AM transmitters with more
than 1,000 DX series, solid-state medi-
umwave AM radio transmitters installed
worldwide. DRM field-testing has been
completed on DX transmitters from power
levels of 10 -kilowatts to 200 -kilowatts.

China Radio Expands Urdu
Network For Pakistani

Listeners

China Radio International (CRI) has
decided to expand its Urdu service from one
to three hours' duration daily for Pakistani
listeners. The program will also be received
in India and Bangladesh. Currently, the
Urdu service program is for one -hour dura-
tion and is heard in Pakistan between 9 and
10 p.m. The CRI had launched its Urdu ser-
vice on August 1, 1966, to introduce China,
especially, in Pakistan in its own native lan-
guage. According to a senior Pakistani
broadcaster, Naveed Chohan, who is work -
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